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MONITORING OF THE SITUATION WITH SECURITY OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

DEFENDERS 

August, 2013. 

 

In August, 2013 monitoring of websites concerning placement of information on safety of 

human rights defenders, activists of Kazakhstan was carried out. 

 

 

HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS 

 

Vadim Kuramshin 

31.07.2013. According to mother and relatives of Vadim Kuramshin, meeting of 

supervising board of the Supreme Court in Astana where his supervising complaint was 

considered took place on 15.07.2013. The board of judges rejected his complaint, and at the 

meeting there were no lawyers of the human rights defender. 

As it became known, on the complaint concerning the judge Abidov V. Kuramshin 

received the formal reply. Here that he writes in the note transferred to journalists: 

"My appeal to disciplinary board of the Supreme Court returned as the formal reply from 

the acting chairman of Zhambyl regional court. He writes that violations from judge Abidov 

aren't seen, that all witnesses, including Kusainov, were interrogated in court. I addressed to 

Karim Masimov with the appendix of the complaint to Abidov and the answer that I 

characterized as frank lie, and attached the story "The Reference from the Gynecologist". The 

Presidential Administration sent all this to the General Prosecutor's Office, from where — back 

to the Supreme Court. And here I received the answer of June 12 signed by the head of 

department on ensuring activity of judicial jury Rezak. They simply stupidly got rid of 

everything again in Zhambyl court". 

As it is reported on a site of Socialist movement of Kazakhstan, besides the supervising 

complaint of V. Kuramshin which was rejected, his lawyers prepared two more complaints to 

cancellation of a justificatory verdict and to the last sentence about its condemnation for 12 years 

of a colony of a high security.  "There are no guarantees that these complaints will be able to 

change a situation round Vadim, but we will continue to fight for his freedom" — his colleagues 

tell.  

27.08.2013. Employees of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan shamefully lie, 

V. Kuramshin declared. In the address sent from the North Kazakhstan colony, he accuses 

diplomats that, proving change of his sentence, they distorted the facts. 

 "… 1) 28.08.2012 the Zhambyl court really changed the absurd accusation brought to me 

of extortion to arbitrariness. It sentenced me to 1 year of restriction of freedom. Restriction, but 

not in any way imprisonment as it was invented by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, having 

declared that I received a year of real imprisonment.Punishment in the form of imprisonment 

according to p.1 Art. 327 of the Penal Code of the RK isn't provided at all! I.e. our employees of 

the MFA say lies already in this one. 

2) Idrissov and Co specify that on 31.10.2012 on the request of the prosecutor (literally) 

the measure of restraint was changed to arrest. Capture an essence - on the request! Exactly so! 

As according to the law this real prosecutor Ahmet-Uly hadn't the right to be shown in general in 

the court of appeal instance. It is an axiom! Thus, the decision of appeal instance is illegal 

because it was accepted at illegal structure of court! That the prosecutor didn't give any reason 

provided by the law for cancellation of a verdict of jurors — excessively to speak … 



3) "According to the checked information, V. Kuramshin left 21.09.2012 the city of 

Petropavlovsk for participation at the OSCE conference", that served as it is told in the MFA 

explanation, the basis for change of a measure of restraint, and provided the corresponding to the 

Art. 143 of the Criminal Procedure Code of the RK. Declaring similar to the whole world, by the 

way, first of all to civilized Europe, our diplomats were obliged to explain within which business 

this "inspection" was made. I didn't commit any crime, was detained by nobody. I flied to 

Warsaw, I told about wild nesses in modern Kazakhstan and came back home. The fact of 

violation of recognizance not to leave by me was recorded by nobody. Besides, violation of a 

subscription is a subject to the responsibility under administrative punishment. At most 15 days. 

And me, as it was characterized by thinkers from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, I was 

"arrested" for 12 years of a particular treatment!" 

 

Asel Nurgaziyeva 

The next slanderous article "Fans of the Fried Facts" concerning Asel Nurgaziyeva is 

published on the following web-page 
http://www.zonakz.net/blogs/user/ljubiteli_zharenyx_faktov/27271.html?mode=reply. 
 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES 

 

Bakhtzhan Kashkumbayev 

The pastor of the Protestant church "Blagodat’" from Astana 67-year-old Bakhtzhan 

Kashkumbayev arrived in the Republican center of psychiatry in Almaty for passing of 

compulsory psychiatric inspection on 05.08.2013.  

09.08.2013. The Almaty district court Astana once again prolonged for a month, till 

17.09.2013, his lawyer Nurlan Beysekeev told to “Azattyk”. 

 

Father Sofrony 

01.08.2013.  On Monday the Ili district court of Almaty region passed the decision to 

deport from the country of the citizen of Russia father Sofrony (EVTIKHEEV Petr) who created 

at Sacred Sergiyevsk living in Tuymebayev village a shelter for children and aged people.  

Within 10 days he has to leave the republic, and at the expense of the state.  

 Let's remind that this history proceeds more than one month. At the beginning of July the 

migratory police brought up a question of deportation of the priest to Russia, but then police 

officers withdrew the statement. This time they achieved that. 

-  I don't know how to call present judgment at all, - lawyer Victor SEMIN speaks.  -  

Violations by the father of the tax legislation and sanitary standards in a shelter became the basis.  

But this is a violation of the legal entity, instead of personally father Sofrony. A paper also 

appears in business that allegedly Evtikheev handed over the documents for receiving residence 

permit in embassy of Uzbekistan.  It is nonsense.  He has no relation to this embassy and never 

there handed over the documents.  In the protocol of migratory police there are signatures of 

father Sofrony, but even with the naked eye it is visible that it is the forged signatures that he 

declared in court.  We submitted the petition for purpose of examination for the purpose of the 

proof of a fake and falsification of official documents by the staff of migratory police, but we 

were refused.  I am indignant of a divergence of orthodox church.  Their priest is sent from the 

country, and they keep silence.  

09.08.2013 Anton Solovyev, president of Revival of the Radonezhsky Shelter charity 

foundation:   I personally talked to the deputy of akim Turumbetov, he declared to me that "yes, 

we are against father Sofrony.   He doesn't suit us meaning that he doesn't allow us to distribute 

the children as we want!  "   

09.08.2013. Father Sofrony challenged a judgment which orders him deportation from 

Kazakhstan. The lawyer of the priest already took an appeal. 

http://www.zonakz.net/blogs/user/ljubiteli_zharenyx_faktov/27271.html?mode=reply


Let's remind, priest P. Evtekheev who has organized a shelter for children and aged people 

is accused of numerous violation of the Kazakhstan legislation. Including two years' residence in 

the country without a residence permit. In turn the lawyer of father Sofrony opposite declares a 

number of violations from claimants - the migratory police. 

 

PUBLLIC FIGURES 

 

Nurlan Uteuliyev 

15.08.2013 on Thursday in Kaskelen of Almaty region the judge of Karasay district court 

Erken Seitov found guilty 27-year-old Dmitry Zhabin of murder of the inhabitant of the village 

Tastybulak ecologist Nurlan Uteuliyev and sentenced him to 10 years of prison term. 

 

Alexander Kharlamov 

03.08.2013 in court of Ridder lawyer Magauya Taukenov red the conclusions of the 

expertise’s which had been carried out by independent experts – the professor of philosophy 

Sergey Kolchigin and philologist Rakhilya Karymsakova.  They claim about absence in 

Kharlamov's texts of any signs of excitement of religious discord.  In this regard the lawyer 

asked court to appoint complex examination of theological texts of Kharlamov.  

13.08.2013 after completion of repeated judicial examination the new petition in order to 

Art. 303 of the Criminal Procedure Code of the RK about return of criminal case to additional 

investigation based on need of change of charge on again opened circumstances (interestingly, 

which? ) and presentation of the new charge which significantly is differing from available in 

business was declared by the state accuser. 

Despite objections of defense team, the petition of the prosecutor for the business direction 

on additional investigation was satisfied and business is directed there.  It is thus declared that 

the resolution on the business direction on supplementary examination will be handed over to the 

defendant and the defender on 18.08.2013.  On receiving and coordination with the client the 

decision on the resolution appeal in an appeal order will be made.  

 

Rinat Kibrayev, Dmitry Shchelokov 

21.08.2013 civil activists Dmitry Shchelokov and Rinat Kibrayev "brought" Mukhtar 

Ablyazov to akimat not just like that. Organizers explained: as it won't give out to our country, 

let the authorities to allow holding at least a photo session with "welcome guest" of Kazakhstan. 

Having given the chance to be photographed with all of the wishings, Mukhtar Kabulovich 

"went" to the building. The guard, however, wasn't glad to him and didn't let farther a threshold. 

Nevertheless, the address of activists was accepted and as the specialist of management of 

domestic policy Dauren Kapparov promised, the answer to inquiry will be within 15 days. But 

soon after organizers of an action were taken away in the District Department of Internal Affairs, 

however, soon released and even the photo model was returned. 

 

Rinat Kibrayev 

23.08.2013 late at night in Almaty civil activist Rinat Kibrayev was kidnapped. 

According to Rinat, about nine o'clock in the evening when he was on a visit of the friend - 

blogger Dmitry Shchelokov, he was called by the acquaintance and asked about a meeting. They 

agreed to meet on crossing of streets of Kurmangazy and Auezov. Rinat long waited the girl - 

while she didn't call back to report that wouldn't be able to come: allegedly she isn't released by 

her brother. Then the young man decided to return to the friend, however didn't manage to enter 

the house: near the entrance a few men snatched on him. They struck him some blows, picked 

out the mobile phone, dragged in the car (in the dark it seemed to Rinat that it there was black 

Toyota Land Cruiser) and put a bag on the head. In 10 minutes the car stopped, he was replaced 

in another car, and again carried somewhere. Approximately in half an hour Rinat dragged out 

from salon and the bag was removed. He saw that he was somewhere in the steppe, and around 



there were eight people in masks. One of them got the gun and put it to Kibrayev's head. Another 

one stretched a bottle of vodka and suggested "to drink before death". The guy refused then 

thieves started shooting to him under feet, seemingly, with blank cartridges. Then Rinat was 

given a shovel and ordered to dig a grave for himself. The guy dug a small hole then he was 

forced to undress till underwear and was declared that they would cut him now. Rinat turned tail, 

but managed to run all of 10 meters - he was caught and brought back. And here unexpectedly 

thieves tempered justice with mercy. The person putting the gun to the head of Rinat, declared 

that he had to leave Almaty in 24 hours and cease to politicize, differently next time he would be 

precisely killed. The guy needed to do nothing except to agree. After that people in masks 

returned him a phone and left by two cars with stuck numbers. Rinat managed to reach the route, 

somehow caught a lift. Having reached to the city, at once went to the police to write claim. 

Guards several times interrogated Kibrayev and even went there where everything occurred, 

however he couldn't find an exact place. 

- I don't believe that the attacked me will be found, - he says. - I think, the attack is 

connected with that me as the blogger I constantly extend oppositional materials in the Internet. 

Not so long ago I was threatened during carrying out a protest action near akimat of Almaty. 

In the press service of DIA of Almaty we were told that upon attack on R. Kibrayev 

criminal case under article 257 of the PC ("Hooliganism") is brought, investigation is conducted. 

 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Sharip Kurakbay, Pravda Kazakhstana newspaper 

"09.08.2013 the judge of specialized interdistrict administrative court of Almaty Galym 

Keldybayev found guilty the editor-in-chief of the Pravda Kazakhstana newspaper Sharip 

Kurakbayev and the owner of the edition - Communist Party of Kazakhstan - of commission of 

an administrative offense according to Art. 350 p.1 of the Code of administrative violations of 

the RK "Violation of an order of the announcement of the output data", - it is specified in the 

“Adilsoz” fund message on Friday. 

As it is noted, the newspaper printed 7 thousand copies instead of 8 thousand declared in 

the output data. 

"Circulation of the newspaper is confiscated, and the editor-in-chief and party are fined on 

5 and 20 MRP respectively", - is reported in release. 

During meeting Sh. Kurakbayev explained that the human factor became a reason of the 

typographical error in number of circulation: after 3-month idle time edition was compelled to 

recruit new employees who didn't change the output data to the new one. However the court 

accounted these arguments unreasonable. 

According to the message, administrative production was raised according to the statement 

of management of domestic policy of Almaty. 

 

Correspondents and the driver of the Uralskaya Nedelya newspaper Talgat Umarov, Turar 

Tulegenov, Raul Uporov and Mikhail Ishutin. 

14.08.2013. Police officers of Uralsk detained journalists of the Uralskaya Nedelya 

newspaper who tried to interview the population with use of the growth photo model of akim of 

the West-Kazakhstan Region Nurlan Nogayev. 

"The detained persons had no permission of citizen N. Nogayev to use of its photo for the 

public action of this sort doing moral harm and limiting his rights and liberties guaranteed by the 

RK acts. In this regard in the actions signs of Art. 357 of the Code of administrative violations of 

the RK "Arbitrariness" are seen - illegal, contrary to the order established by the legislation, 

commission of any actions which legitimacy is challenged by other person or the organization if 

such action has no signs of penal punished action - providing by the punishment in the form of  



the prevention or a penalty on individuals to 5, and on officials to 20 MRP", - reported in the 

press service of DIA of WKR. 

On this fact in Abay department of police of the Uralsk Department of Internal Affairs the 

administrative protocol according to Art. 357 of the Code of administrative violations of the RK 

which is directed on consideration in city administrative court Uralsk is made. 

 

Lukpan Akhmedyarov 

21.08.2013. The supervisory authority of the West Kazakhstan region protested a sentence 

of regional interdistrict specialized court on criminal cases concerning the  perpetrators of the 

attempt at well-known Ural journalist Lukpan Akhmedyarov. WKR prosecutor's office disagreed 

with a verdict and brought a protest in appeal board of regional court, insisting that the attacked 

the journalist consisted in an organized criminal group. 

 

"Pravdivaya gazeta" 

12.08.2013. The edition of the "Pravdivaya gazeta" newspaper is suspended for three 

months. On Tuesday 06.08.2013 the owner and the editor of the "Pravdivaya gazeta" was called 

in management of domestic policy of akimat of Almaty, and on Thursday 08.08.2013 there the 

editor of "Pravda Kazakhstana" was called either. During the taken place conversations which 

were absolutely identical on the contents, the akimat officials told to both editors that 05.08.2013 

in management the letter from citizen K.Bayzhanov who asked to consider a question of 

discrepancy real and specified output data of circulation of  the newspapers is received. 

Having received such important signal (we won't call it a denunciation), the akimat 

political department immediately inspected, having requested in Business-inform printing house 

consignment notes on release of the 13th and a number of the previous issues of both 

newspapers. And what do you think — vigilant citizen Bayzhanov was right : instead of the 

specified circulations of 8000 copies there were printed 7000. On this basis and using the 

powers, employees of KGU "Management of Domestic Policy of Almaty" made two protocols 

on an administrative offense and transferred them at the same time to the prosecutor's office of 

the city and to Specialized interdistrict administrative court (SIAC). 

Trials in SIAC took place respectively 7 and 9.08.2013 (on Wednesday — on the 

"Pravdivaya gazeta", on Friday — on "Pravda Kazakhstana"). On both processes the akimat and 

its political department were represented by the very young girl in a rank of the chief specialist 

named G. Kurmanbek, and prosecutor's office was represented by the assistant prosecutor of the 

Medeu district Zh. Shaymardan. And here physically different judges of the SIAC (their 

surnames and contents of the resolutions taken out by them we will tell slightly lower), presided 

two processes are, and some distinctions in rezolutive part of the passed decisions (in descriptive 

part of both resolutions everything coincides with the filed a lawsuit protocols) are connected are 

probably connected. 

By the way about citizen K.Bayzhanov possessing a pervasive scent on divergences of 

circulations of newspapers, being printed in printing house where he hardly was and hardly held 

the consignment notes (or just he was there and held them) . On a court session on August 9 the 

"Pravda Kazakhstana" editor Sharip Kurakbay declared the petition for a call in court of that 

citizen Bayzhanov. 

Having heard it, the very young representative of akimat became agitated:  "It will be 

difficult to do, we have no his address, there are only contact phones...  " But unlike more skilled 

judge Keldybayev calmed the girl by easy movement of a hand, having rejected petitions of 

Kurakbay really noble manly gesture.  He told literally the following, to be exact even not 

simply told, but uttered:  "This Bayzhanov as the witness isn't interesting for me".  

On Thursday, August 22, the appeal board of Almaty city court rejected the complaint of 

the owner of "Pravdivaya gazeta" business owner Aaliya Ismagulova on the decision of city 

administrative court on suspension of the edition for three months. 

 



Igor Larra 

20.08.2013 approximately at 23 o'clock in Aktobe the journalist of newspapers "Svoboda 

Slova", "Assandi times" and "Gulzhan.org" Igor Larra was beaten by unknown.  Igor connects 

happened to the professional activity, considering as the customer of attack the akim of the 

Aktyubinsk region Arkhimed Mukhambetov.  Larra looks shaky.  He an injured lip, there are 

small grazes on his face.  

I.Larra says that in the materials criticized a work of the regional authorities. The police 

declared that attack on the journalist isn't connected with his professional activity. 

According to the journalist, he left the house of the friend and went to in advance called 

taxi. 

-  While I was going to a taxi, I was met by four "handsome".  At first on the head behind 

one came with a mount.  And they began to kick on the face.  As usual,  transferred hello".  They 

said:  "You write superfluous much".  In 2010 such hello was sent to me in Zhanaozen, - says I. 

Larra to Azattyk.  He claims that the mobile phone and 30 thousand KZT were picked out of 

him, took off a shirt from him and half-naked left on the street.  

26.08.2013.  I.Larra after procedure of an identification of hooligans having attacked him 

agreed with police that it was beaten by usual "chavs".  

 

Gulzhan Ergaliyeva 

27.08.2013. "The site guljan.org and the Adam reader's magazine had started being 

pursued since 05.12.2012. Any Kazakhstan printing house refuses to issue the magazine. We 

took all possible measures, we addressed in all instances to investigate preventing of our activity, 

and any support didn't get. Further we will appeal to both our public and to the foreign", - said G. 

Ergaliyeva at the press conference on Tuesday. 

 

Dauren Mustafin 

28.08.2013 the senior prosecutor of the Al-Faraby district of Shymkent Maulen 

Musabekov told to the staff reporter of AdilSoz fund that the Al-Faraby police department of the 

city stopped criminal case against the deputy of maslikhat of Ordabassy district Abdraman 

Turmagambetov and his assistants who had attacked the journalist of the El Birligi newspaper 

Dauren Mustafin. Case on Penal Code of the RK Art. 227 - "Arbitrariness" is stopped due to the 

lack of crime structure in Turmagambetov's and other parsons’ actions. According to the 

prosecutor, all materials on this case will be sent to administrative court. 

At the moment the regional prosecutor's office inspects legality of the made decision. Let's 

remind, incident happened 19.06.2013 at the building of Al-Faraby court of Shymkent where 

that day the conflict between the deputy of maslikhat of the Ordabassy region and villagers was 

investigated. When the journalist was going to take an interview, the deputy and some more 

people almost broke his camera and selected a flash card with the finished shooting video record, 

then violently jostled in the car and carried in the unknown direction. On the road the journalist 

was threatened, the slight injuries were put. The journalist managed to call in police from the 

business center foyer "Altyn-orda" where the attackers brought him. After that attempt to pick 

out the mobile phone from the correspondent followed, then attackers disappeared, probably, 

having been frightened of trials with representatives of law enforcement agencies. The forensic 

medical examination which the victim addressed for, confirmed existence of slight injuries. 

 

 

LAWYERS 

 

Zinaida Mukhortova 

09.08.2013. The Balkhash lawyer Zynaida Mukhortova told to “Azattyk” that today she 

was taken away in a psycho neurological clinic directly from the house by the staff of local 

police and physicians. According to her, police officers used force. 



-  Rushed home, the door was battered down.  Four district police officers, the doctor and 

two hospital attendants dragged me down the street, jostled in the car.  Police officers hit my 

sister, twisted her hands when she interceded for me, - says Z. Mukhortova to “Azattyk”.  

20.08.2013 in the evening the Balkhash judge MairaIbragimova passed the positive 

decision on the request of prosecutor's office for Z.Mukhortova's compulsory hospitalization.  

Thus she was detained and placed in a city psycho neurological clinic on 9.08.2013.  The judge 

didn't specify, what term Mukhortova's stay in a clinic would last for, but noted that the 

judgment could be appealed.  

28.08.2013 Z.Mukhortova waits for court of appeal instance in a psycho neurological 

clinic.  Now her relatives can already visit her, but her mood is pessimistic:  "on treatment" it is 

possible to remain for an indefinite term.  

As Z.Mukhortova's defender Aman Shormanbayev reported, he prepares the appeal on a 

judgment of the first instance. "If in the worst scenario the decision is uphold in all instances, 

they will treat her there so much, how much the will consider necessary, - he speaks. - And if the 

court of the second instance cancels the decision of the first, they must release her at once". 

According to the defender, relatives now can visit Z.Mukhortova though before the process 

they didn't let neither them, nor the lawyer. 

 

 

ACTIVISTS OF LABOR UNIONS 

 

Marat Mirgayazov, labor union "Қорғау" 

29.08.2013 of JSC ArselorMittal Temirtau doesn't stop being in a fever.  Because of 

financial difficulties the company continues to put methodically the clamps and saves on what 

only it is possible.  Unpopular measures create quite intense situation in collective.  Who will 

like it that salaries go down and reduction of workplaces is carried out?  About the fights which 

are necessary to defend normal working conditions for miners, the chairman of labor union of 

coal miners "Korgau" Marat Mirgayazov told to our correspondent.  

-  Recently we don't have a normal dialogue with the company, - the labor union leader 

complains.  -  We can't quietly solve any question.  Earlier we always found compromise options 

on problem points.  But with emergence of Mr. Andzhey Vypikh in administration of the AMT 

now everything is solved only in courts.  Fortunately, we win all processes.  

Now the company tries to curtail many social projects stated in the collective agreement.  It 

is an inadmissible luxury during crisis.  And workers are offered to suffer till the best times.  

Thus nobody guarantees that these best times in general will come.  Who don't like it he can 

leave.  

- Any reduction of the income of workers is unacceptable for our party, - M. Mirgayazov 

says. -  for example, indexation of salaries. Mister Vypikh suggests to freeze it. In our 

understanding it is as piece of meat: it is possible to put it in the freezer, to get it from there in 

half a year and to eat. And, in his opinion, this piece of meat has to disappear absolutely. 

Certainly, we can't agree with it. Other difficulty arose with regressive grants. The management 

of the "ArselorMittal Temirtau" wants to cancel single payment of moral harm to the miners who 

have lost health. We suggest to replace in mines the equipment with more modern, to improve 

underground working conditions. Then questions on incidence of workers will disappear 

themselves. People will cease to be ill. But the company doesn't wish to be put in improvements. 

Means, it agrees that miners get sick on workplaces. Thus the administration wants to pay to 

them less. And so on it is practically in everything. We don't see any positive motions. We hear 

only: to exclude, change, clean! And that is interesting, no reasoned explanations from their 

party are presented. 

It is necessary to add that managers of the AMT last month received concrete instructions 

from owner Lakshmi Mittal.  In the meeting protocol which it carried out, it is noted that in case 



the company won't be able easily to advance the ideas about rigid economy, it is necessary to 

exclude the collective agreement.  

-  It directly concerns "Korgau's" labor union because we identify ourselves with the 

existing collective agreement, - M. Mirgayazov explains.  -  Means, of us want to get rid.  

Moreover, they already started creating alternative labor union.  It is reliable information.  We 

believe that Lakshmi Mittal becomes its chairman.  You imagine, what then will be with the 

collective agreement?  People already under pressure exhaust on meetings.  Miners face a 

choice:  or to swear at the administration, or to keep the workplace.  Besides it is already 

declared that in new labor union the size of membership dues will decrease.  We have 1 percent 

from a salary, and from them it will be 0,5.  

The head of labor-union committee "Korgau" is frightened also by other points of the 

protocol of July meeting.  The owner of the company focused attention of management that coal 

of Abayskaya and Kostenko mines has a high ash-content and low power return.  It is 

economically inexpedient to get it.  Therefore the probability isn't excluded that both mines will 

close.  

-  We will be categorically against such option and we won't allow to close mine as always 

supported preservation of workplaces, - M. Mirgayazov speaks.  -  Besides, we try to defend the 

forthcoming decrease in compensation for 30%.  Besides the management of the company 

intends to reduce terms of holidays.  From here reduction of number of miners and increase in 

working loading will follow.  

It is curious that, according to M. Mirgayazov, him now try to blacken in every possible 

way. After it in vessels defended preservation for miners of a medical department, there were 

hearings as if the medical institution belongs personally to it. Similar hearings were carried about 

sanatoria "Zhartas" and "Miner" too. 

- Managers of the company openly declared via mass media that the leader of labor union 

is guided only by the business interests, - M. Mirgayazov remembers. - Medical department 

generally is nobody's: the building belongs to the AMT, and we act as founders. By the way, not 

so long ago the administration of the company accused medical staff of bribery: allegedly 

doctors sold to miners the reference on occupational diseases. But excuse me, such document 

can be written out only by the National center of occupational health! It is as the driver's license - 

I can study in any driving school, but the license will be given out to me only in traffic police. 

Doctors and miners dragged on interrogations in DIA of a region. But as a result we received 

paper that claims of heads of AMT are groundless. On health resorts "Zhartas" and "Miner" - the 

same. We perfectly know that Mittal was going to transfer them to private hands. The mister 

Vypikh, sitting in my office, directly I spoke: "I such objects 16 worldwide sold and these I will 

sell".  But it didn't turn out yet.  But now me call the owner of these rest houses.  Though 

actually they appeared in Soviet period on money of our fathers - those gave part of the salary on 

construction.  Actually within three years the labor union had health resorts in trust management.  

Then AMT refused to prolong the contract on it.  And now it appeared that I for the business 

fight!  But after all I simply want to keep these objects at coal department.  

"ArselorMittal Temirtau" the trade-union leader counted attacks of managers as an insult. 

It filed a lawsuit the claim about honor and dignity protection. In Temirtau city court its 

arguments didn't count reasonable. Because in the performances heads of AMT... didn't call its 

surname. Moreover, in a judgment it is told that M. Mirgayazov paid services of two lawyers of 

respondents - by 150 thousand KZT to everyone. However, he expected similar succession of 

events from judges from the city of metallurgists. Speaks, as in other claims faced the similar 

relation, but, eventually, he came out the winner in judicial oppositions. And nowhe hopes that 

the higher instance in Karaganda will cancel this decision. 

 

 

 

 



POLITICAL FUGURES 

 

Igor Kolov, Dametken Zharylkasynova, Valentina Makhotina, Victor Novikov, 

Bakhytzhan Kanapiya, Gulzhan Tulemisova, Marlan Esilbayev, Marina Nistoly, Sergey 

Izmaylov, Zhanuzakov Marat, Aisha and Ayman 

10.08.2013 Vladimir Kozlov turned 53 years. His colleagues gathered in Petropavlovsk 

from all Kazakhstan to wish him happy birthday. After an action at a colony they sent the 

telegram to Vladimir, but at an exit from office of "Kazakh Telecom" they were detained by 

police. 

 In 9:30 a.m. 10.08.2013 at the gates of a colony EC-164/3 where oppositional politician 

Vladimir Kozlov serves sentence for what he didn't do, gathered Igor Kolov, Dametken 

Zharylkasynova, Valentina Makhotina, Victor Novikov, Bakhytzhan Kanapiya, Gulzhan 

Tulemisova, Marlan Esilbayev, Marina Nistoly, Sergey Izmaylov, the Zhanuzakovs Marat, Aisha 

and Ayman. They left balloons in the sky and cried out "Happy birthday, Volodya!". 

All this action was recorded by the staff of administration of the colony. Besides, local 

police officers arrived  to a venue of the action. 

After carrying out the action the civil activists dressed in t-shirts with the image of V. 

Kozlov and an inscription "Freedom for Vladimir Kozlov", went to the downtown, to office of 

"Kazakhtelecom" and sent the collective congratulatory telegram to Vladimir. At an exit they 

were already waited: Makhotina, Tulemisova, Zharylkasynova, A.S.Zhanuzakov and 

A.M.Zhanuzakov were detained by police officers — allegedly for leaflet "Opposition Arrests" 

distribution. 

Detainees were forwarded in office of the Petropavlovsk Department of Internal Affairs 

where an explanatory about the purpose of arrival to the city and distribution of leaflets was 

demanded from them. Prosecutor Abishev promised to provide video of distribution of leaflets, 

but, eventually, it became clear that there were no records. As a result all of them were released, 

but detainees were told that the leaflets would be sent for examination and if there sedition were 

found, they would take responsibility. 

 

Vladimir Kozlov 

05.08.2013 on Monday the Supreme Court refused institution of supervising proceeding of 

Kozlov.  

 

Vasily Shamin 

13.08.2013 the chairman of branch of Communist Party of Kazakhstan Vasily Shamin was 

called in DIA. The city akimat complained of the communist for illegal opening of a box for 

addresses of the citizens, located near city akimat. 

 - Now I am in DIA — V. Shamin said by phone. — The akimat declared that I put damage 

to the state property. But it seems to me that it everything is made with the purpose to protect 

only official authority of those employees who were responsible for this box and which didn't do 

their work within nearly hundred days. We asked them to open the box, but they didn't open it in 

our presence. And then it was removed at all. You were there and saw that we didn't spoil 

anything and didn't open. 

 

Mukhtar Ablyazov 

31.07.2013.  In France the police detained and took away in the unknown direction the 

Kazakhstan politician Mukhtar Ablyazov.  

05.08.2013. According to M. Ablyazov's daughter referring to the lawyer, her father is 

vigorous and adjusted on fight. Madina wrote about that in "Facebook" on Saturday. And today 

in mailing on mass media the text with a claim for sensation was started and... there was a virus 

in the appendix. 



As for the material dispatched on mailing, the text is called: "Madina Ablyazova can be 

deported from France? " Speech in it is about allegedly illegal stay in Europe of M. Ablyazov's 

daughter and his son-in-law. The author refers to confidential sources which "already reported 

that Madina Ablyazova during her stay in France has already received the hint from not called 

person that her fate also would be resolved soon, and she would see the historical Homeland. 

Madina's relatives managed to record on the mobile phone the mysterious stranger. M. 

Ablyazova disproves all similar hearings and considers them groundless". 

It is interesting that this gossip was dispatched behalf of the civil activist Andrey Tsukanov 

known for the action with throwing of eggs in the former minister "Because". Andrey denies 

participation in this mailing on that he made the statement on the page in "Facebook". 

"Allegedly from my name there is a mailing that M. Ablyazova can be deported from 

France — Andrey wrote. — For not to advertize this forgery, I won't provide all text. I will note 

only that at the end of the letter a link is given which, allegedly, it is possible to download certain 

video with. I convincingly ask not to follow this link as, most likely, it contains a virus. And it is 

better to delete at once this letter in a box, without opening. I have no electronic box of 

"andrey.akrn@gmail.com", and never had. Be vigilant! The Nazarbayev's (maybe even Putin's) 

guard doesn't doze". 

There are no doubts that the virus was attached to the letter. Our programmers checked the 

appendix and confirmed the assumption. Moreover, according to them a virus is dangerous and 

"fresh" - antiviruses don't react to it. Therefore after Andrey we warned all our readers: don't 

download the link to the computer if a such letter comes to your mailbox. 

The court of France arrested the ex-head of BTA bank M. Ablyazov for 40 days, the 

official representative of the General Prosecutor's Office of the RK Nurdaulet Suindikov 

reported.  

The financial police of Kazakhstan brought eight new criminal cases concerning M. 

Ablyazov, the official representative of the agency Murat Zhumanbay reported today.  

According to his information, new cases for the sum over 317 million dollars "are connected 

with delivery "obviously irrevocable credits to the offshore companies with causing damage of 

BTA Bank".  

12.08.2013.  "Respublika" writes:  

"do you want an official confirmation of the organization of the anti-French campaign to 

the Kazakhstan state agencies? Here, admire the message from Committee of information and 

archives of the Ministry of culture dispatched on mass media. The message text - invitations to 

action looked as: 

On August 12 of this year, 15.00, Chubari microdistrict, Kosmonavtov St. 62, French 

embassy. 

The group of NGO will officially address with the requirement to return M. Ablyazov. 

We ask to direct journalists. 

Send, please, surnames for accreditation. 

Thanks! 

Yours faithfully, Darybayeva Ayzhan / management of print media of Committee of 

information and archives of the Ministry of Culture and information Republic Kazakhstan / tel.  

8 /  7172/  740–473  

13.08.2013 The wife of Mukhtar Ablyazov deported from Italy with the six-year-old 

daughter, isn't allowed to leave Kazakhstan though she has any more once addressed about it in 

law enforcement agencies.  "The Ministry of Foreign Affairs misleads the West", - Aliya 

Turusbekova told about it to the edition of the portal.  

22.08.2013. The board from three judges of court Aix-en-Provence decided not to release 

M. Ablyazov from under guards, having pointed to serious worry concerning his safety. Judges 

noted exceptional circumstances which the wife and daughter Ablyazova were captured under in 

Italy at the end of May, both numerous threats and attempts of stealing and murder of him for the 

last years. 


